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Summary

Some sociologists think that contemporary society calls for new ways of analyzing it, and Ulrich 

Beck is arguably one of them. Suggesting that some classic sociological variables such as class are 

losing their relevancy,  Beck advances a theory based on the concept of “reflexive” modernity – 

modern society cutting the ground from under itself and ending up as something new – advanced 

modernity. This paper is investigating the theoretical background to this claim, and also reviews 

some of the critique leveled at Beck. Unsurprisingly Beck's suggestion that class is dissolving has 

been criticized, but a lot of critique has also been aimed at the way in which Beck is suggested to 

understand risk perception, and the recording of this. Using a study investigating the attitudes 

toward organic food in the UK as an empirical example, Beck's theory is put to the test in order to 

see how it interprets the results. Part of the study can be explained with reference to the Risk 

Society thesis, but some of the critique is not challenged.
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1. Introduction

Ulrich Beck's influential book Risk Society provides the theoretical basis for this paper. First 

published in 1986, it warned that the riches of modernity were coming at too high a price, and that 

risks, not riches, would soon be dominating the guiding principles of our society. The book could 

probably not have come at a better time, since the accident at Chernobyl in april 1986 represented 

exactly the kind of risk-situation Risk Society was talking about. 

Risk Society has been a highly influential book that has received a great amount of attention, 

so it should come as no surprise that it has also drawn a wide range of critique. Perhaps equally 

important in attracting critique is the enormous scope of Beck's analysis, which means that much of 

it focuses on territory where other theories and expertise have been applied. For example, there are 

competing theories on the concept of risk, the most influential of which is probably the one 

elaborated by the anthropologist Mary Douglas (1986, 1992). Douglas' theory argues that the risks 

of advanced industrial societies are constructed mainly through rhetorical themes of purity and 

pollution (Elliot, 2002, 301), and she is often cited as representing a contrasting interpretation to 

that of Beck on the cultural significance of risk (Wilkinson, 2001). Although she is clearly 

representing another major and influential view on the concept of risk creation and risk perception,  

the scope of this paper is not enough to give both Douglas and Beck the attention that their 

respective theories deserve. For a critical analysis of their contrasting theories see John Adams 

(1995), Jeffrey C. Alexander & Philip Smith (1996) or Iain Wilkinson (2001).

The aim of this paper is to provide a review of Beck's theory and to see how it can be used to 

explain attitudes in a modern society. Another aim is to investigate any analytical difficulties that  

may present themselves, and to see if these can be explained with reference to critique raised 

against the Risk Society thesis. A third aim is to identify more general lessons that can be drawn for 

evaluating Beck's theory. This is done by discussing the limitations of the empirical example used 

for this paper.

A presentation of Beck's theory will follow in several steps. The succeeding section 

introduces the reader to the terminology of Beck such as the distinction between “simple” and 

“advanced” modernity. Beck argues that the victories of simple modernity will pave the way for the 

creation of advanced modernity, and the processes Beck identifies as causing this transformation are 

also presented. 

The third section of this paper will give room to some of those criticizing Beck, which 

should provide the reader with a better idea of both the nature of the critique and the Risk Society 

thesis. A presentation of the results from a qualitative study examining the attitudes towards organic 

food in the UK will follow Beck's critics. This study will serve as an empirical example against 
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which to test the analytical qualities of Beck's theory. The analysis will be carried out in the fifth  

part of the paper, and in the concluding part Beck's theory, the critique he has received as well as the 

nature of the empirical material will be discussed in light of the findings in the preceding parts.

2. Beck and Second Modernity

2.1 Second modernity and the Risk Society thesis

Beck argues that there are two different levels to modern societies. The “first” or “simple” 

modernity Beck talks about is based on nation-state societies, where in “second”, “advanced” or 

“reflexive” modernity the world becomes evermore globally oriented. Typical for first modernities 

are collective patterns of life (such as class), the view that progress is under control, full 

employment and exploitation of nature (1999, 1-2), but during second modernity all these aspects of 

first modernity start to dissolve. According to Beck the transformation from first modernity to 

second is propelled by the very success of the first. This is what Beck means with “reflexive” 

modernization, second modernity is the unintended product of first modernity. During simple 

modernization the wealth produced is accompanied by a systematic production of new risks. We 

produce more food, but the food contains more pesticides. We produce more energy, but also more 

carbon dioxide and nuclear waste. Beck thinks that the problems and conflicts pertaining to the 

distribution of wealth correspond to problems and conflicts sprung from the distribution and 

definition of risks. In second modernity, the dominating logic of society is no longer that of wealth 

distribution, but of risk distribution. This transformation of society's logic is related to (at least) two 

circumstances in Beck's view:  (i) The reduction and isolation of “real economic need” and (ii) the 

increase in risks following the growing force of production in modern society (1998, 29-32). 

(i) In second modernity, the battle against scarcity and starvation in the absolute sense is 

won. Visible ills such as starvation or poverty are greatly reduced or isolated, and the question of 

distribution is given reduced political importance.

(ii) Increased production brings with it increased risks and potential threats such as 

radioactivity and chemical contamination, reaching levels beyond our ability to comprehend.

As long as visible material need can be seen, the question of how to distribute societies' 

wealth will be in the foreground, but when this battle is won wealth distribution looses its function 

as a source for legitimacy for policy. The invisible threat of dying from poisonous chemicals in our 

food, which was left far down the list of legitimate worries in order to deal with the more visible 

threat of starvation, is now a more pressing issue. The side effects of production that could be 

accepted and argued for before this point was reached are now less welcome, and receive evermore 

attention. These two forces fuel the criticism of modernization that characterizes debate according 
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to Beck (ibid). 

Beck suggests that these new risks can only be understood and perceived using scientific 

methods. Without the tool box provided by science the factors that generate those new risks remain 

invisible to the naked eye, such as different chemicals or radiation, and their effects on man and 

nature are investigated and defined by science (ibid, 39, 99-101).  Since this knowledge can be used 

to steer how risks are being presented to a broader audience, they can be socially defined in various 

ways depending on how the knowledge about them is used. Thus Beck thinks that media and those 

defining the risks are accorded key positions in society. To the public, problems may not exist 

before they enter the media, but once there, they can force change into the political process through 

the awareness of the public (ibid, 34, 259-63, 322-9). In the case of global warming, for example, 

media can choose to give room to proponents of the theory, to deniers of warming, or both. This 

choice will likely influence how that question is perceived by the public.

The logic behind the distribution of risks contains a boomerang-effect, where the effects of 

polluting air, soil and water will sooner or later affect the producer as well. These kinds of risks 

create problems such as acid rain and pollution of the seas, that cannot be solved within the borders 

of the nation state, thus making nations dependent on international agreements (ibid, 34, 52-3).

2.2 The new shape of risk

According to Beck, the risks of advanced modernity are substantially different from those of earlier 

societies because of their global effects on man, animals and plants, as well as their modern causes. 

The harm caused by these risks are not localized to the business where they originated, and are 

thereby different from the risks of primary industrialization since there is often no obvious 

responsible actor. The nature of nuclear and chemical risks also defies the categories that have 

previously dominated our thinking, such as space and time, company and nation and even the very 

borders between nations, alliances and continents (ibid, 33-4, 71-80).

Because of the success of industrialization, the distinction between nature and society, 

prevalent in primary industrialization, has been lost. Then risks cannot be blamed on “the outer 

world” since no such thing exists any more, but are instead seen as clashing interests of a social, 

economic, political or cultural nature, conflicts that are built into the system itself. The risks of  

advanced modernity is thus seen as internal risks, different from those of ancient society which 

according to Beck must have been seen as given, they were the works of gods, demons or sprung 

from nature (ibid, 111-116, 259-63; 1995b, 75-9).

While the risks of unemployment is evident to anybody having a job, modern risks and their 

effects are invisible and unfathomable without the looking glass of science (see above). Pesticides 
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are a product created by science, they cannot be seen in the food we eat without the tools provided 

by science, and their effects cannot be studied without science. Thus the recognition of 

modernization risks will also be an acceptance of scientific method.

2.3 Risk awareness/consciousness

Since science is the creating force behind risks, Beck suggests that it will also tend to deny these 

risks, since highlighting or even accepting them would raise questions about science's authority in 

society. The invisibility of modern risks makes them easy to ignore, but this will help secure their 

proliferation. It is only the awareness of the risks that is absent, not the risks themselves or their 

effects (1998, 86-97).

Natural science focuses on the economic advantages of production, and therefore suffers 

from systematic risk blindness according to Beck. At the same time, demanding rigid criteria to 

assess the validness of the causality behind risks will assure that few risks are recognized. Thus, 

insisting on validness is a very effective way of managing the tide of modernization risks. Since 

single responsible partners or causes are almost impossible to find, nobody becomes guilty. But the 

fact that science cannot determine single causes for single detriments does not make the effects of 

acid rain or polluted air less real (ibid).

Beck thinks that the reality of risks will result in common man questioning the conclusions 

drawn by the scientific community. While scientists assure that air pollution or chemical 

contamination in food stuff is well inside safe levels defined with threshold values, people see their 

loved ones go ill from smog, dead animals drenched in oil, lakes covered in foam and forests dying. 

The invisible threats become visible, and loose their status as “potential side effects” and turns into 

risks and risk consciousness (ibid).

Beck sees this as a result not of irrationality, but of competing forms of rationality. Critics of 

science face a problem in that risks not acknowledged by science do not exist, at least not in the 

judicial, social, medical and technical sense. One example is hypersensitivity to electromagnetic  

fields, which has not been proven scientifically, and because of this it is not accepted in the legal 

sense either. Science’s monopoly on knowledge forces the critic to use scientific methods and 

means of analysis in order to voice their demands, at the same time as they need to modify said 

methods. This leads to a demystification of science. The risk consciousness of environmental 

movements and other critics of industrialized society will therefore be a critique of science as well  

as a belief in it (ibid, 99-101).

Once modernization risks enter the collective awareness, Beck suggests that world order 

changes, even if that change does not transfer into action to begin with. Risks lose their status as 
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potential side effects and instead become visible problems impossible to solve at the same time as  

they constitute an urgent request for action. They result in political demands, control over company 

decisions, acknowledged claims for damages, court negotiations and loss of face. It does not matter 

how hypothetical, how righteous or overstated the consequences are, when they are believed in they 

get these economic, political and judicial consequences (ibid, 106-11).

2.4 Class and risk

While many risks are distributed according to class, the means of distributing risks used are 

systematically different from those by which wealth is distributed. To some extent class- and risk-

society overlap each other. While wealth is prevalent in the top, risks are gathered at the bottom. 

The educated and rich have less dangerous jobs, do not face the same risk of unemployment and 

will tend to live further away from sites handling dangerous waste, chemicals and similar material.  

The rich can also afford to eat beef from “happy cows” and organic fruit and vegetables with lower 

levels of residues from pesticides. Thus far risk society seems to actually strengthen class society on 

a new level. But Beck thinks that this misses the core of the logic of risk distribution (ibid, 49-51).

As the risks multiply and disperse, the possibilities of buying security from them are getting 

ever fewer. There are no insurance policies available to protect against “democratic” risks such as 

acid rain, nuclear war or global warming. These kind of mega-hazards will befall both rich and 

poor. Seen objectively, the risks have an egalitarian effect among those affected according to Beck.  

The spread of risks constitute a social “boomerang effect” - sooner or later they will strike at the 

producer along with everybody else. 

To be affected by risk is not to deprive another person of something. To be affected and not 

to be affected are not opposites of the same sorts as owning and not owning. The “class” of affected 

does not correspond to a class of not affected, but at most to a class of not-yet-affected. The 

conflicts concerning the modernization risks will revolve around whether we can continue 

exploiting nature and whether ideas of “progress”, “wealth” and “economic growth” are still true. 

Thus Beck suggests that the conflicts will be more a clash of beliefs, more similar to the wars of 

religion of the middle ages than to the class conflicts of the 19 th and early 20th century (ibid, 52-62).

The political subject of class society, the proletariat, is in risk society replaced by the 

situation that everybody is under threat from more or less concrete, enormous threats. Instead of a 

solidarity sprung out of need, in risk society solidarity is based on fear. Beck concludes that it is yet 

unclear what effect this new political force will have (ibid, 63-70).
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2.5 Individualization and detraditionalization

According to Beck we are witnessing a change in society where people are emancipated from the 

social forms of industrialized society such as class, family and gender roles. With higher material 

standards of living and a developed welfare system people are freed from traditional conditions of 

class, culture and family at the same time as they are more and more seen as being in control of 

their own destinies by being directed to the labour market with the risks and possibilities that this 

entitles. While income inequalities and the basic rules of wage labour stay the same, Beck thinks 

that cultural lifestyles and social environments dominated by class becomes diminished. People are 

forced to put themselves in the centre of their plans for life in order to secure economic survival, not 

their class (ibid, 119-24, 158-62). Even when the rates of unemployment stay constant, the number 

of reported unemployed is not. New forms of “temporary unemployment”, part unemployed part in 

work as well as long term unemployment creates a gray zone between employed and unemployed. 

This can no longer be described with a reference to class. Thus problems that originates in the 

system are more and more seen as individual failure, and are thereby seen as less politically 

important (ibid, 146-154).

This process is also prevalent in families, where women are released from the feudal gender 

roles that emerged in industrialized society. By now, social life is not a product of class or family,  

but of individuals, where everybody must secure their existence through work and organize their 

lives according to this.

From a theoretical perspective the process of individualization is a result of modernization 

destroying traditional ways of living inherent in the model for industrialized society according to 

Beck. When the “normal” ways of living are dissolved, the myth that industrialized society is a 

modern one is exposed. The generalization of employment protected by the welfare state breaks 

down the social foundations for a society dominated by class and the nuclear family. Beck thinks 

that sooner or later the social and cultural shock and insecurity created by this will generate new 

demands on the institutions of society (ibid, 178-91).

This process of detraditionalization is also fueled by the spread of the methodological doubt 

of science. Initially spelling victory for science over tradition, once turned towards science itself  

new problems arises.

2.6 Science's lost authority

During first modernity Beck suggests that science is used on the “given” world of nature, man and 

society. In the second modernization, science will meet its own failures, consisting of promises 

unfulfilled - problems which it needs to analyze and investigate. The methodological skepticism of  
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science will be spread to the point where science itself is no longer excused from it. When this 

happens the public is supplied with a picture of science that gives it less authority and trust, and it 

loses its claims on truth and enlightenment. Parallel to this development, science is also adopted by 

its critics (see 2.3 above). The result is that the monopoly on knowledge that science has possessed 

is lost. The possibility to choose between different heterogenous scientific interpretations presents 

itself, giving players outside the scientific arena the ability to influence the direction of science.  

Beck thinks that this is no real coincidence or the result of coercion, it is merely the result of  

science’s demands on validness being adopted and differentiated, a result of the reflexivity in the 

technological and scientific development (ibid, 259-63).

The differentiation of science also produces more temporary, less certain and detailed 

results. The hypothetical knowledge becomes intensely overcomplicated and methodological 

control is not any longer enough to control it. Instead the people who will use the results get a say in 

how to define knowledge. Since they have to choose from a wide range of conflicting claims on 

validity these claims can be set off against each other.  This provides them with new possibilities to 

influence the process in which scientific results and practices are formed. Decisions in science once 

again become dependent on the views of society, they become political (ibid).

2.7 The devaluing of democracy and the birth of sub-politics

In order to regulate the spread of political power several control mechanisms were established in 

industrialized societies, such as the division of power by giving it not only to the parliament and the 

government but also to the court of law. 

In industrialized society there is a naïve belief that the democratic rights of citizens can be 

realized without the hierarchical power structure of the decision makers being upset. It is a sort of 

“democratic monarchy” where the elected politicians can be expected to press on with their 

programs once democratically elected, while the voters becomes “democratic subjects” accepting 

the states authority and forgetting their rights and interests until the next election ( ibid, 316-20). The 

citizen is seen as a political figure (citoyen) and as a private/economic figure (bourgeois), but these 

two figures are seen as separate from each other. As citoyen the citizen takes part in the wielding of 

power, but the actions taken as bourgeois are seen as non-political. This is based on the idea that 

social progress and technological progress are one and the same thing, which means that the latter 

does not have to be legitimized. (ibid, 306-11). 

But science does bring forth changes to society. Many of the new technologies are produced 

by companies that are not part of the democratic structures. Their technological products change 

society, but this is a change that takes place outside democracy. The parliament is still considered 
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the “domain of politics” though it is in fact quickly losing ground. The changes to society brought 

along by companies do not reach the political arena until they have already realized, but then forces  

the politicians to take a stand on them. 

Thus there is a devaluing of democracy - only parts of the decisions are made in the political 

system. In industrialized society two processes happen at the same time, the realization of a 

parliamentarian political system and the realization of non-political, non-democratic social change.  

On the one hand the political system needs economic, technological and scientific production. On 

the other hand, this gives the system a built-in function for constant change which violates the most 

fundamental rules of democracy – knowledge about the goals of social changes, discussion, unity 

and the voting. Progress substitutes voting (ibid).

The division between the political and the non-political is based on two historical conditions 

that are now being increasingly questioned; the apparent social inequalities that fueled the growth of  

the welfare state but which has now lost its utopian status, and that the potential for change made 

available by science and production does not exceed political control and the legitimacy that the  

model of progress is dependent on. In second modernity the technical economic development looses 

its non-political character. At the same time the nature of its actions protects it against the  

parliamentarian demands of legitimacy. It ends up somewhere between politics and non-politics, a 

sort of “sub-politics” where legitimacy of the social change decreases as the impact on the social 

change increases. Judicial and state control as well as media starts to interfere with companies’ and 

science’s “intimate spheres”, which give the techno-economic actions a new political-moral  

dimension (ibid).

The harder one pushes for “economic progress” and “scientific freedom”, the more the 

political power is transferred from the democratic, political system to the techno-economic non-

political arena where the public cannot participate in the decision making. Because of this lack of  

participation the decisions taken lacks legitimacy, and the political institutions are transformed to  

become caretakers of a development they did not plan and cannot influence, but still must defend. 

On the other hand economic and scientific decisions get a big political significance for which the 

actors behind them have no legitimacy (ibid).

Political modernization robs politics of its power, expands its borders and politicizes society. 

By this process the sub-political actors are given increased possibilities to act outside the 

parliamentarian system, with it or against it. At the same time citizens get actively involved in  

decisions about society, taking shape as action groups and environmental movements.  These people 

also have access to some central parts of the sub-political arena – the courts and media. The 

independent judge is presented with several (scientific) alternatives which gives her more reign and 
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freedom to choose. Media’s importance lies in the fact that a scientific report often is not read by 

the politicians before it is published in a major newspaper. This gives media an edge in promoting 

certain views, and these views become more “real” once they are published (ibid, 320-9).

Although the fixation with progress has been criticized, the belief in the trial-and-error 

method and the myth that this method will allow us to control both the internal and the external  

nature has escaped attention. All this criticism has not made the changes of society any less potent,  

which shows that they somehow can happen “incognito”. Progress is more than just an ideology; it 

is a structure of actions outside the parliamentary system to permanently change society ( ibid, 329-

34).

To understand why this is seen as a legitimate change one must realize an important relation; 

that between social-political development and the economic-technical one. If the majority of the  

people would reject the economic politics of growth, it would not work anymore. After WWII 

economic, technologic and individual progress were obviously linked. The goals of the market did 

not just bring more money into the coffers of capital, but also helped to generalize a wealthier way 

of life earlier reserved for a few. In order to get a consensus on “progress”, the idea that social 

progress and technological progress is the same thing is vital. The technological gains create a 

visible wealth which is in reach for everybody, such as less dangerous or difficult work conditions 

and a higher standard of living (ibid).

By seeing technological and social progress as the same thing, it is possible to treat the 

negative effects of technological progress as “social side effects”. These are always degenerations, 

special problems for certain groups of people who still never question the value of the technological 

progress.

The concept with “social side effects” makes two important things possible; all demands of a 

political or social design for technical development is avoided, and the confrontations regarding the 

“social side effects” can be settled without hindering the technological changes from being realized.  

It is only the “negative” effects that are debated, and the technological development can continue 

undisturbed, still following its internal logic (ibid).

In second modernity, this all becomes very fragile. Latent side effects are no longer seen as 

latent thanks to the reflexive state of science (scientification). With ever more risks, technological 

progress is no longer seen as social progress. In the end, science looses its function as a source for 

legitimacy. The critique is not coming from luddites but from people of science and well organized 

citizens who know how to argue and reason.

However, the loss of the legitimacy of technological progress does not change anything at all 

for the carrying out of technological development. This is what “sub politics” is all about, the more 
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extensive the change technological development brings the less legit it is, but this still leaves the  

potency of progress untouched. One can say no to progress, but it still does not change anything.

2.8 Overview

Below is a table summarizing the points raised by Beck that has been discussed above. There will 

also be a few examples of critique he has received, and a more fleshed out explanation of that 

critique will follow in the next section.
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Beck: Critique/alternative:

Second modernity:

Modern societies come to a point where their 

societal structure turns into that of “second 

modernity”. Then the production of wealth in 

order to counter objective material need is 

replaced by the production of risks as the 

dominant force influencing society. 

There are problems with the concept of second 

modernity, for example when this transformation 

occurred.

The “objective material needs” Beck talks about 

are not objective, but cultural.

The new shape of risk:

The risks of second modernity, with their global 

effects, are perceived as internally created, i.e 

caused by our very own decisions. In earlier 

stages of society these kinds of risks were not 

present.

Research suggests that people reacted to earlier 

global risks in a manner consistent with the 

reactions of today.

Risk awareness:

The invisibility of the risks makes them easy to 

ignore in the face of starvation and other visible 

ills, which ensures the proliferation of risks. In 

the end though, the risks cannot be ignored.

That people are aware of the risks of modernity 

and think they are serious does not mean that 

they are (more) worried about them.

Risk and class:

Risk society is in a sense a more egalitarian 

society than class society, since the risks are 

global and affect everyone, poor, rich, consumer, 

producer. Risk society is not a class society.

Risks do not have an equalizing effect, rather 

they strengthens class society on a new level.

Detraditionalization:

Life is more and more individualized, forcing 

people to make evermore choices about their 

lives.Because of individualization and 

reflexivity, society becomes self-critical, and 

traditions are dissolved.

While some traditions are questioned and/or 

transformed, others such as those of ethnicity 

and religion have witnessed a revival of late that 

seems to contradict Beck's theory of a reflexive 

society.

Science's lost authority:

Science looses its authority and is demystified in 

second modernity, thanks to the spread of the 

methodological doubt of science.
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Sub-politics:

The political system looses its function as more 

and more political decisions are taken outside it. 

Democracy becomes devalued and the political 

system is complemented and challenged by the 

rise of sub-politics, political decisions taken 

outside the political system.

The “cosmopolitan society” of Beck presents the 

political subjects with ever fewer alternative 

collective identities, which is a problem for 

democracy.

3. Risk Society thesis questioned

The critique will be recounted according to the central themes that were highlighted in the 

presentation of Beck as well as the table above. The thematic schemes of the scholars cited below 

do not follow the one used in this paper, and as a consequence the critique will not always provide a 

clear fit to any specific theme. If something is relevant to more than one discussion it will be 

addressed where it seems most relevant, but also be referred to in other parts of the text where it 

carries weight.

3.1 Conceptual problems with second modernity

One of the characteristics of Beck's second modernity is that the hazards created by 

industrial societies are beginning to be perceived as modernization risks, following a 

period where they were considered unintended side-effects, necessary evils in order for 

progress to continue, or were just plain ignored. Through the processes of reflexivity, 

individualization, detraditionalization and scientification of society, Beck thinks that these  

hazards have begun to be perceived as risks.

Alexander & Smith (1996) argue that Beck fails to give a satisfactory explanation 

to the time-lag in risk perception. This time-lag concept is necessary to be able to explain 

why the hazards are beginning to be seen as risks now, in the age of second modernity 

rather than before, during simple modernity.

Alexander & Smith find three different explanations for this lag in Risk Society. 

The first one is the explanation by reference to material need, saying that visible needs had 

to be solved before the invisible ones could be prioritized. They ask why material comfort 

should take precedence over biological health, to which one could answer that material 

comfort and biological health are the same thing in some situations – money to buy food 

being the most obvious example. However, they continue by questioning the view that 
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once a certain level of wealth has been achieved, risk operates in a socially unmediated 

way (ibid, 254-6).

The second explanation they identify is concerned with the invisibility of 

modernization risks.  This of course completely contradicts the idea of a rising risk 

awareness. Should not the risks of earlier periods, who “assaulted the nose or the eyes”  

(Beck, 1998, 32) have led to risk awareness at a much earlier stage, if we follow the 

argument that risks represent objective social facts? This seems to miss the suggested 

explanation by Beck that these obvious hazards were tolerated because visible material 

need, such as hunger, made them a secondary concern. The invisibility of the 

modernization risks then explains why they did not come to public attention for a long 

time during the period of simple modernity, before the methodological doubt of science 

was differentiated. 

The third explanation identified is that Beck thinks “deformed” (non-differentiated) 

science kept the risks invisible. In contrast a “free” and “true” science makes risks visible, 

and this (partial) democratization would thus be the reason of the emerging acceptance of 

the existence of modernization risks. Beck does indeed argue for a “democratization” of 

science, suggesting a division of powers and the creation of a public sphere in science so 

that politics and law can once again conquer the power of their own judgement (Beck, 

1999, 69-71). Alexander & Smith suggest that in order for risk society to be created in the 

first place, a collective, though largely tacit, cultural commitment to a solving the worlds  

problem through a rationalizing, science-based technology is necessary. But if this 

technological society is to be perceived as highly risky, a serious shift must occur in this 

cultural scheme. In their opinion, since Beck does not take culture into account, but tries to 

argue from “inside” the same rationality, his theory cannot account for this, and is 

ultimately left trying to solve problems of the time-lag in risk perception with ad hoc 

explanations (1996, 255-6).

Anthony Elliot (2002) argues that what we are seeing is actually a much broader 

crisis of cultural disorientation, fueled by a reaction against the modernist project which 

privileges rationalism, positivism and techno-scientific planning. Not only is it the ever-

increasing threats from risks that are fueling this, but also a loss of faith in progress, 

globalization, the collapse of European imperialism and the failure by the modernist  

project to ground epistemology in secure foundations. By giving “risk” or any other 

sociological variable status as the central paradox of modernity, Elliot thinks that one will  

paint an overly simplified picture of the social transition and its causes (ibid, 306-312). He 
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also expresses concern about another of Beck's building blocks behind second modernity, 

that of detraditionalization, questioning if this is really a special characteristic of our age.  

This question will be discussed below in a later section.

Concern about the concept of second modernity has also been voiced by Robert 

Dingwall (1999) who thinks that the distinction between simple and advanced modernity 

and the dynamics between them lacks explanation. Dingwall criticizes Beck's suggested 

definitions of “need” and “risk”, necessary to define second modernity. The question of 

Beck's definition of risk will not be discussed here but in the following section.

Dingwall argues that what Beck considers “visible material need”, where need 

translates as subsistence, must be understood as relative to social context. He thinks that 

the claim of risk distribution replacing wealth distribution because the “genuine material  

need” is met in the welfare state is a fallacy made on the assumption that there is such a 

thing as an “objective” need. In a near future, an internet connection might well be 

considered a need in certain societies, where it is crucial to take part of many of society’s 

functions such as voting, paying tax and handling one’s bank account. Today TV, (mobile) 

telephones or holidays might be considered having this function (ibid, 479-80). Although 

Dingwall is correct in observing that some needs are indeed determined by social context 

(i.e “cultural needs”), there are also some that are not. Questions concerning objective 

needs such as food and shelter, which no person can do without, might very well be 

perceived differently from questions concerning “cultural” needs such as TV and holidays, 

affecting behavior differently as well.

The suggested objectivity of Beck is also raised in the critique by Elliot, saying 

that Beck's perspective is blind to the institutional biases and processes of different 

societies, and that it would be folly to assume that social division would transform into a 

new logic of risk without being affected by different cultural backgrounds (2002, 302-6). 

Dingwall makes a similar observation and suggests that Risk Society is actually a very 

German book, citing German scholars and representing a German perspective (Dingwall, 

1999, 475). Indeed, when comparing the regulation of biotechnology in Britain, Germany 

and the US, Sheila Jasanof (2005) found that public response to biotechnology mirror the 

political culture present in respective country. She points out that public problems do not 

just pop up on political agendas out of thin air, but are framed in particular ways by 

cultural commitments that predispose societies and the individuals living in them to fit  

their experiences into causal narratives. Even the most technical issues are defined and 

interpreted according to the social strategies of coping with public problems.
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3.2 The changing face of risks

While criticizing technological objectivism for stigmatizing social protest as hysteria when the  

natural-scientific categories of “normality” are not accepted by the public, Beck also criticizes  

cultural relativism and contends that it cannot fathom the differences between the large-scale man-

made hazards of today and those of the primary industrialization. In Ecological Politics in an Age  

of Risk (1995b, 76) he writes:

“The central weakness of cultural relativism lies in its failure to apprehend the 

special socio-historical features of large-scale hazards in developed technological 

civilization. Unlike a nature animated by demons, creeping pollution is a product 

of social decisions and regulations that can in principle be avoided or altered. This 

social reflexiveness can only be neutralized socially by holding fast to fallacious 

principles. Demons, natural disasters, acts of God, on the contrary, remain 

attributable to another world, and can be cast of as the actions of divine powers; 

people must come to terms with the latter, but in the end only the supernatural 

powers themselves can be held responsible for the threat they present.”

In answer to this, one could well ask whether not the actions of the supernatural powers 

might have been conceived as internal, caused by the collective sins of mortal man? Bryan 

S. Turner  and Dingwall questions the view that risks are really seen differently today, 

where Turner notes that the risks and causes of syphilis and bubonic plague were 

democratic, unobservable and global in the same manner as the risks of today (1994, 180-

1). Dingwall cites Strong’s work which compared responses to epidemic diseases from the 

Black Death to AIDS, indicating that there are characteristic patterns in the social  

reactions to these diseases taking the form of first widespread fear, insecurity and a search 

for explanations as well as a sense that civilization itself was on the brink of destruction. 

After the initial panic, all risks were eventually routinized (1999, 479-82). If this is so, 

then it might be that the contemporary risks also just need to be “absorbed by the historic  

process of risk management” (ibid, 481). Another example to support this view could be 

the research of Rolf Lidskog & Göran Sundqvist. When looking into the development of 

the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution, they noted that the success of 

the treaty seems to have produced the effect that the topics of air pollution and acid rain 

received much less attention than before (2004, 216-8). With “successful” regularization 
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of the air pollution close at hand, the risk might well be close to being routinized as well,  

“managed” rather than “solved”. If so, it might suggest that successful management 

reduces the visibility of the risk in question enough to have it removed from the 

consciousness of the public.

Dingwall also suggests that the rich might just not have discovered how to avoid 

the modernization risks Beck talks about (1999, 480). But if that is true, it still does not 

exclude the possibility that their reaction, and the causes behind that reaction, will be 

similar to what Beck's theory is predicting. The question “But can one really avoid global 

warming?” might seem to be a relevant one here, but that does indeed seem to be the hope 

fueling the climate conferences. It would be foolish to suggest that one can escape this 

kind of risk individually, but through collective action this should be possible. And without 

the rich (countries) doing their part, a change in behavior will never materialize.

3.3 Risk perception

Beck's model for risk perception has been described as overly simplistic, failing to take 

cultural variables into account, implying some serious challenges for his concept of 

“second modernity”. Jeffrey C. Alexander argues that Beck's “unproblematic  

understanding of the perception of risk is utilitarian and objectivistic” (1996, 135). Elliot 

echoes this critique interpreting Beck's model of risk perception as rationalistic and 

instrumental, implying it should share the same conceptual limitations as rational choice-

theory, such as lacking attention to how meaning is constructed in different social contexts 

(2002, 300-1). Alexander & Smith make much the same proposition, asking who cares and 

why, and criticize Beck for ignoring complex questions of interpretation and meaning by 

suggesting that the terrors of risk society are objective social facts emerging from the 

techno-economic development itself (1996, 254).

But how can the risk perception of the public be recorded? The psychometric 

paradigm is the most frequently used method to map how people judge the risks they face, 

incorporating such factors as voluntariness to exposure, level of familiarity with the 

technology in question and what meaning is attributed to the catastrophic potential of the 

hazards that is associated with these technologies (Wilkinson, 2001, 8). However, a 

number of problems with the psychometric paradigm have been suggested. One problem 

is that researchers tend to ignore sociodemographic characteristics, such as ethnicity, 

geography, gender and occupation, which might influence how people identify and judge 

the severity of the risks they face. Another is that the risks chosen for research usually are 
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determined by the researcher, thus being biased from the beginning. There is also a 

tendency to infer emotional states from cognitive judgements. If a respondent judges a risk 

as “serious”, it does not necessary follow that she is also worried about it. And since this 

judgement is recorded in an environment outside the context of day-to-day life, it cannot 

be expected to be more than a snapshot of risk judgement, and one taken under abnormal 

conditions (ibid, 8-10). The perception of risk is no constant, but is changed by 

knowledge, experiences as well as social settings where we choose different roles (Renn et  

al, 1992, 139).  

Uwe Engel & Hermann Strasser cites research showing that risk perception only 

reflect part of the objective danger these hazards represent, and draws the conclusion that 

risk perception can only in part be explained in relation to the real danger they represent,  

some consideration must also be given to other factors such as structural conditions and 

cognitive images of society. For example one might wonder if those who see themselves 

as “modernization winners” assess modernization risks in the same manner as 

“modernization losers” (1998, 94-96).

Deborah Lupton points out that epistemological uncertainty, although not 

acknowledged, is evident in relation to the concept or risk in research dealing with risk 

perception. Risks are sometimes argued to be real but only interpretable as perceptions, 

others argue that “correct” definitions of these risks exists as well, and some, oddly 

enough, include both concepts in their work interchangeably (1999, 17-24). Beck would 

fit into her category of “weak constructivist”, where risk is seen as an objective hazard that 

is always mediated through social and cultural responses (ibid, 24-35). Alexander  & 

Smith and Wilkinson in turn seem to think that Beck's theory is deeply entrenched in the 

“realist” camp, where risk is seen as something that can be measured without taking social 

and cultural processes in account. Beck answered some of the critique he has received on 

this topic in World Risk Society (1999) saying that both the realist and constructivist 

approach are needed at times, so the choice of which one to use is a pragmatic one on his 

part.

“If I have to be a realist (for the moment) in order to open up the social sciences for 

the new and contradictory experiences of the global age of global risks, then I have 

no qualms about adopting the guise and language of a ('reflexive') 'realist'”. If 

constructivism makes a (positive) problem shift possible and if it allows us to raise 

important questions that realists do not ask, then I am content (for that moment at 
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least) to be a constructivist.” (ibid, 134)

However, this way of using constructivism as one see fit has been criticized by Wilkinson 

who thinks that what Beck is doing is actually “to advance a political point of view on the  

cultural reality of risk perception.” (2001, 7).

3.4 Class or Risk Society?

Engel & Strasser think that the risk society hypothesis fails to acknowledge that global 

risks can have different impacts on different groups of society, because they think that 

Beck explicitly rejects that class society is strengthened on a new level (1998, 92-94). As 

we have seen above, Beck thinks that “this misses the core of the logic of risk 

distribution”, but this does not seem to be the same thing as an explicit rejection. On the 

contrary Beck asserts that although everybody is under the threat of risks, they are still 

spread unequally especially when risk- and class-situations coincide (Beck, 1998, 58). 

However, Engel & Strasser think that Beck ignores such global risks as unemployment, 

poverty, organized crime, aids and migration, without which one cannot make a 

convincing case for a transition from class- to risk-society (1998, 94). These risks are not 

“egalitarian” in the same way as pollution, radiation and pesticides – they especially hit  

specific segments of society. Beck seems to think that although modernization risks to a 

certain extent strengthen class-specific vulnerability, especially on a global scale, in the 

long run this process will be secondary to that of the spread of global “egalitarian” risks.

Elliot also criticizes Beck on the topic of class, saying that Beck fails to investigate 

the possibility that individualization strengthens systematically asymmetrical relations of  

class power. He also thinks that the suggestion that the new organizational forms of 

politics (sub-politics) represents the dissolution of class assumes what needs to be 

demonstrated, and goes on to present a number of studies implying that income inequality 

between and within nations are growing, that class continues to shape life chances and 

interests, and that class as a concept is still important in social analysis if one wants to 

understand the persisting patterns of social inequality (2002, 304).

3.5 Modernity vs tradition

Elliot also tries to pin down what Beck has in mind when he talks about reflexivity, and 

cites Beck saying that reflexivity should be understood as modernity undercutting 

modernity, an unintended self-modification of modernity that might produce reflection but 
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does not need to do so. Or in other words, institutional dynamism. Elliot then asks how 

(modern) society can dissolve itself independently from the reflective capabilities of 

human agents. “For what, exactly, is dissolved, if not the forms of life and social practices  

through which institutions are structured?” (ibid, 302). He thinks seeing reflexivity as 

institutional dynamism, or “blind social progress”, is incompatible with concepts of 

reflection, referentiality and reflexivity.

Continuing his critique he argues that there is a problem with the claim that social 

reflexivity is the force behind the dissolving traditions in modern societies. Although he 

thinks that Beck is right in his assessment of modernity assaulting traditions, local 

communities and cultures he points to the persistence of “traditionalist battles” fueled by 

ethnic, national and religious beliefs, as well as the rise of religious fundamentalism in the 

United States and the Middle East. This kind of occurrences would seem to contradict the 

idea of a reflexive modernity where objective risks provoke social transformation (ibid, 

306-9). Still the examples given by Elliot might be seen as the  exceptions any general 

assessment of the kind Beck has made will contain. Beck would probably explain this a 

passing phenomenon on the way to a “cosmopolitan society”. Elliot questions the 

analytical usefulness of dividing the contemporary age into two camps, one in which can 

be found simple and advance modernities, and another where different kinds of “counter-

modernities” such as traditionalists and fundamentalists reside (ibid). Chantal Mouffe 

(2008) in turn thinks that the explanation to the rise of fundamentalism and nationalism is 

found in the very realization of the “cosmopolitan society” that Beck champions. 

3.6 The cosmopolitan society, sub-politics and consensus

The contours of sub-politics was drawn up in Risk Society, and in following works Beck 

has continued to develop and flesh out this concept. Among other things suggested is that 

in advanced modernities forums where industry, politics, science and population can meet 

to create consensus about the development of society are requested everywhere (1995a, 

165). The individualization of society causes the private to become political, sub-politics 

means that politics are now being made sub-system, in other words outside the political 

system of parliament and elected officials. This is a bottom-up process reshaping society, 

old “zombie institutions” such as state and class are renegotiated (state) or dissolved 

(class), and a new era where progress is negotiated by all parts of society is coming into 

existence, replacing the old rule from above by expert and elite (ibid, 187). This will lead 

to “the third way” being created, a new development beyond the idea of a left-right divide. 
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Pluralistic political parties supported by collective identities will lose their appeal, and the  

political subjects will be guided more by individual preferences (ibid, 189-202). This 

reflexive modernization is an automated process taking place because of the success of 

simple modernization. Mouffe thinks that this idea of a consensus-driven discursive 

society presents the political subjects with ever fewer political identities to chose between.  

With the fall of communism, the bipolar system came to an end an the liberal order is now 

the only alternative, represented by liberal parties as well as social democratic parties that  

have reformed themselves, now accepting the liberal world order. In the consensus model, 

the political adversary is no more, but seen as only a competitor. But one cannot escape 

the forming of a “we” and “them” according to Mouffe, so these distinctions are moved 

from the political level to the moral. Instead of political adversaries with legitimate claims,  

“them” are replaced with “anti-modernists”, fundamentalists and nationalists, enemies 

rather than adversaries, “evil” forces that must be destroyed. She argues that the belief that 

politics can be reduced to individual interests denies the affective power of a political 

“we” and “them”, and the unwillingness to do this creates a void that can be filled by other 

forms of potentially dangerous identities. The rise of populistic and nationalistic parties in 

Europe for example can be explained this way according to her, since the political subjects 

in a consensus society lacks the possibility to race behind “passions” in the political 

system. Populist parties are quick to exploit this, and since they are excluded from 

dialogue as “enemies” rather than adversaries with legitimate claims, the cosmopolitan 

society lacks the ability to effectively confront these parties on a political level (2008, 71-

77).

4. Empirical research on attitudes to organic food

In order to test how Beck's Risk Society thesis interprets societal events, I apply it here to a test case 

on the attitudes to organic food. This particular case is chosen since Beck talks a lot about pesticides 

in food as one of the important risks of modernization, and also because it is a question that seems 

to be receiving increasing attention - at least in Sweden where this text is being written.

A single case was chosen due to time and space constraints. A comparative study taking 

different national contexts into account would likely offer additional insights and greater ability to  

generalize. However, such a comparative analysis presents challenges that go well beyond the scope 

of this paper. A number of problems with comparative studies in attitudes toward organic food has 

also been raised. One example is that different studies tend to focus on different products, or lump 

all products together and label them “organic” (Bonti-Ankomah & Yiridoe, 2006) and there are 
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indications that different product categories will generate varying importance to drivers (Padel & 

Foster, 2005). For example, some studies report that the health aspect is not very important for 

consumers when buying organic milk, with environmental care and skepticism about GMOs being 

more important factors (Ekelund, 2003), but numerous other studies cite the reverese, finding health 

to be the main driver behind the urge to by organic food (Bonti-Ankomah & Yiridoe, 2006; Padel & 

Foster, 2005; Makatouni, 2002; Chinnici et al, 2002; Magnusson et al, 2001). The importance given 

to a product being organic or not, and the reasoning behind it, may vary depending on if the 

respondent is a “frequent buyer” or not. There are some indications that less frequent buyers cite 

environmental concerns higher than health concerns for instance (Ekelund, 2003), while others give 

a contrasting picture (Padel & Foster, 2005).  Ekelund also points out that the layout of the store 

where the consumers get their produce might affect their consumption patterns. By placing organic 

produce next to conventional the consumer is offered a chance to compare prices (2003). In some 

countries only special stores sell organic produce, and this is believed to have a negative impact on 

their popularity (ibid). Yet another difficulty in comparing different countries is that they use a 

variation of systems to label organic produce, and some skepticism about organic food is shown to 

stem from concern that conventional food is labeled organic (Bonti-Ankomah & Yiridie, 2006, 

Padel & Foster, 2005), which will make trust in the organic labeling important. This might differ 

greatly depending on what institution handles the labeling, and what kind of trust these particular 

institutions receive from the public.

It is in order to avoid some of these problems this paper will focus on a single study 

concerning attitudes to organic food in the United Kingdom (England and Wales). Another reason to 

pick England is the assertion made by Dingwall in his critique of Beck, that “England has always  

presented a problem for European mainland sociologists because of the difficulty fitting it to their  

models of capitalist development” (Dingwall, 1999, 484). England will pose a good test case to 

investigate the claim that Beck's theory is “too German”. Also a single study will offer the chance to 

make a thorough analysis suited for the limited scope of this paper.

The analysis is based on Padel & Foster's qualitative study that draws on data from 

laddering interviews and focus groups in the UK (2005). Laddering interviews are frequently used 

in market research, and they are a method aimed at uncovering cognitive structures and underlying 

values behind consumers' choices. Behind this technique is the means-end-chain model, which aims 

at linking the respondents' knowledge about products with consequences and values, thus 

constructing a hierarchy, i.e the “ladder”. The ladder is divided into three different levels, attributes,  

consequences and values. The attributes can be concrete or abstract, with the case of organic food in 

mind a concrete attribute could be “less pesticides” and an abstract “naturally produced”. 
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Consequences can be functional (staying healthy) or psycho-social (feeling good), and values 

instrumental (personal health) or terminal (quality of life). Thus the attribute “less pesticides” might  

be important to the consumer since it is a mean to the end of lessened risk to personal health. Focus 

groups are another commonly used technique to record the perceptions, feelings, attitudes, values 

and ideas of the respondents on a particular area of interest (ibid, 612-13).

The respondents were categorized as regular consumers (RC) and occasional consumers 

(OC), and their responses are contrasted with one another when possible. The study investigated 

attitudes of four different product categories, dairy, fruit and vegetables, cereal, and meat. The last  

category elicited too poor a result and was consequently excluded from the results (ibid, 614). 

4.1 Results of the study

When investigating the initial associations with the term organic, fresh fruit and vegetables emerged 

as the most clear association to “organic” in the focus groups. The hierarchical maps produced in 

this category were also more complex than the others due to the higher level of engagement of the 

respondents when discussing this category. Fresh produce covered with soil was raised as a positive 

marker by some of the groups since it was seen as a sign of a genuine and healthy product, “dirty 

but pure” (ibid, 614-15). Organic fruit and vegetables often represent the only or primary part of 

consumers “organic experience”, and is sometimes seen as a “key entry point” to other organic 

products. The importance of this category is evident in the share of organic sales, where fruit and 

vegetables are bought three times as often as the average organic product (ibid, 621-2). A large 

proportion of the respondents also considered “non-use of pesticides” as the definition of organic, 

although other practices are also part of the organic label. 

The RCs associated organic produce with aspects such as “healthy”, “less contaminated”, 

“no chemicals/pesticides” and “good taste” among others. There was also a shared understanding 

both among the RCs and many of the OCs that “real” organic products are those that are home-

grown. One third of the spontaneous negative associations given by the RCs had a negative ring to 

them, especially prominent  associations were “expensive” and to a lesser extent “elitist”. With the  

OCs the negative remarks clearly outnumbered the positive ones, again with “expensive” as the 

most stated but there was also a trust issue concerning the information on organic products.

The main motives to buy organic that surfaced in the focus groups, which did not contain 

direct questions about why the respondents where buying organic food, concerned health, support 

for local farming, fair trade and to a lesser extent environmental protection. Two different health 

related reasons to buy organic emerged: i) as a reaction to some problems with personal health, such 

as allergies or illness, or ii) as a preventive method in order to stay healthy, for example by a lower 
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exposure to  pesticides. Many respondents admitted that they were ready to ignore the more 

preventive reasons to buy organic under certain circumstances, but it is not clear what those 

circumstances could be (ibid, 615).

The laddering interviews uncovered two major chains of association, health and concern for 

the environment, that affect the consumers' decisions on purchasing organic. Both of these chains 

were related to production methods. The most distinct motivator to buy organic was health. The 

focus was generally on individual health, rather than family health, and this also held true for 

parents with young children, although “buying healthy food for the sake of the children” was 

frequently mentioned when discussing usage situations. The health aspects of organic food were 

seen as a reduced exposure to chemicals, since heavy use of agrochemicals was strongly associated 

to the production of vegetables. Environmental protection was seen to be supported by the absence 

of agrochemicals, leading to a lesser impact on the environment from farming. This motivator was 

especially strong among the regular consumers. Secondary motivators were animal welfare (dairy), 

flavor (fruit and vegetables, cereal) and local products (mainly fruit and vegetables) although the 

paper speculates that environmental consciousness and animal welfare might have received greater 

attention because of the character of the sample (ibid, 614-19).

The focus groups and interviews also focused on the barriers to buying organic produce. The 

RCs cited habit and convenience (availability), as well as lack of information concerning potential  

benefits with organic produce as important barriers. They did not see price as a big barrier to 

shopping organic, at least not to themselves but they acknowledged that this is probably so for less 

frequent shoppers. They also raised some trust issues concerning whether something labeled organic 

actually is organic. The OCs in the study did indeed see the price premiums as a barrier, but this is 

also related to the health issue since they feel uncertain about the potential benefits with organic  

food, such as less residues of pesticides and more nutritious products. If they were more sure about 

the added value of buying organic, the price premium might prove less of a de-motivator. Some of 

the OCs also mentioned culture as a barrier, stating that fresh fruit and vegetables would just not be 

on the table in the average house in certain neighborhoods, although this was not explicitly an anti-

organic thing. (ibid, 619-23).

Where the organic produce is sold also carried importance to the respondents. Many of them 

had a negative attitude towards supermarkets, and none of those who preferred to shop at 

supermarkets reached the “value level” in the ladder maps, suggesting that supermarkets only 

represented a strictly functional purpose to the respondents. They were also the only type of store 

mentioned when asked about the least preferred place to buy organic products. Specialist organic 

shops were associated with trust, personal relationships and knowledge in contrast to the 
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supermarkets. In the end, many would shop there anyway because of the convenience of being able 

to buy everything at one place, and supermarkets were cited most frequently as the point of 

purchase in the laddering interviews.

The level of knowledge of the inspection and certification systems as well as the legal 

protection of the term organic was relatively low. There was clearly a trust issue with the consumers 

demanding more reassurances about truly organic quality, which they wanted in the form of more 

contact with the producers, more information, stricter controls and rigorous enforcement of the rules 

to counteract fraud. The labeling of independent organizations were perceived as more trustworthy 

compared to state controlled certification systems. Distrust was also prevalent in relation to 

imported organic products, with different standards behind the term organic likely in different 

countries. But this question was also raised on a national level with the respondents being unclear 

whether “organic” represented an actual definable term or just another definition that could be 

transformed according to the whims of the producer. The RCs would show more trust in smaller 

companies, but many respondents were not willing to show trust for the producer unless they were 

more or less passed the products over the fence surrounding the garden they were grown in. Being 

able to trust was a bigger issue for medium-high income group than for those with lower income, 

but the often assumed case that less well-off consumers want cheap food was contradicted by the 

survey (ibid).

Although there is still a rise in demand for organic food in the UK there are signs that the 

growth rate is slowing down, and Padel & Foster cite a study that speculates that this might be an 

indication that the market for organic food is maturing. Attitudes to organic produce are largely 

positive, but the slowing growth of the organic food market, which only accounted for 1.2 per cent 

of the food retail market in 1999, points to a discrepancy between actual behavior when purchasing 

food and the stated willingness to buy (ibid, 611).

5. Analysis

In this section the different theoretical elements highlighted by this paper will be used to analyze the  

result of the survey presented above. The aim is to see which parts of the results that can be 

analyzed using Beck's theory, and how those parts are interpreted by it. Another aim is to see if 

there are parts of the survey that Beck's theory seems poorly suited to handle, and if any possible 

explanations to this can be found in the critique reviewed above. Finally this analysis is carried out 

fully conscious of the limitations inherent in the empirical material drawn from a single case, but 

nevertheless seeks to identify more general lessons that can be drawn for evaluating the Risk 

Society thesis.
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The following issues are the ones that were most salient, and although further analysis 

would be possible a smaller number of topics investigated in greater detail was deemed preferable.

5.1 Is culture important?

Beck claims that when the battle against starvation and poverty is won, second modernity follows in 

its wake. Some of his critics questions Beck's view that there are “objective” needs, but as has been 

argued above, there are good reasons to claim that some such as food and shelter are just that. None 

of his critics seems inclined to suggest that there is an actual problem with starvation in those 

societies that have entered into second modernity according to Beck, so it seems safe to say that this  

part of the conditions above are met. 

When it comes to scarcity the pictures is more complicated. As we have already seen some 

respondents claim a tight food budget as a reason for why they do not buy organic products more 

often. The survey offers few clues to how these respondents reason when they make this claim. 

Here one might theorize at some length about possible cultural or contextual causes for their 

conclusion that they have no room for extra spending on organic products. One might argue, in the 

manner of Dingwall (see 3.1), that the respondents think of owning a television set, a mobile 

telephone and going on vacation as actual “objective” needs, influencing their choice whether to 

buy organic or not. Seen from another cultural context, one with less affluence, there would seem to 

be no major problems of scarcity (and perhaps distribution) in the UK. Some of the respondents in 

the survey might very well disagree. Without knowing more about their economic situation and how 

their contextual setting influence how they see it, it is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions  

about this.

Among the RCs one of the negative associations concerning organic food was that it is 

“elitist”. This is clearly a cultural variable, suggesting that factors such as status and perceived 

scarcity might indeed influence the choice to buy organic produce. The fact that the survey 

contradicts the idea that income level would influence less well-off consumers into wanting cheaper 

food could be seen as counterfactual to Engel & Strasser's suggestion that structural interest affects 

what is perceived as a risk and not (see 3.3), but since income level is but one factor such a 

conclusion would be over stretching. 

There is also another small hint to suggest culture as an important factor. One respondent 

raises the idea that a “no fruit” culture in an area he lived in would probably present a negative 

effect on the consumption of organic food in that area. Although this culture is not actually anti-

organic it might care for an important impact on the willingness to buy the most popular category of 

organic produce, which is also suggested to function as a “key entry point” to buying other organic 
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products.

5.2 Influence by the visibility of risks

Can the Risk Society thesis account for the fact that vegetables and fruit constitute the most 

frequently purchased organic products? Beck argues that risks continue to “fly under the public's 

radar” as long as they are invisible, either because they cannot be seen by the naked eye or because 

the effects are not yet perceived as stemming from the a certain process or action. Pesticides can 

certainly not be seen without the help of science, but the process responsible for the existence of 

pesticides might be more or less obvious in the final “product” that the consumer faces. Padel & 

Foster confirms that residues from pesticides carries extra weight in products “where you eat the 

skin” (2005, 618). With processed food such as bread or cereals, pesticides are not applied directly 

on the final product but further down in the production chain. And with milk or meat the pesticides, 

growth hormones and antibiotics are fed to the animal and not added to the produce directly. Thus 

the application of pesticides and other additives to these products is further removed from the 

awareness of the consumer, whereas fruit and vegetables might account for a more “visible” risk 

since they remain in the same state as when they were treated with chemicals. If we imagined our 

cornflakes, and not the corn they are made of, being sprayed with pesticides, it would probably 

make us more wary about eating them. Accordingly, the “visibility” of the pesticides might account  

for the higher consumption of fruit and vegetables. Padel & Foster cite reports describing fruits as a 

“key entry point” for most organic shoppers, and that they then move on to other categories such us 

egg and dairy, meat and grocery products (ibid, 621-2). Beck would probably say that what happens 

once this risk-creating process has entered into the public consciousness, by way of fruit and 

vegetables, it might well act as a diversifying factor raising public conscience about other processes 

concerning food production.

5.3 Egoistic or altruistic?

The study presented above found support for both egoistic and altruistic reasons but ascribes more 

importance to the egoistic ones. Beck does not talk explicitly about egoistic or altruistic motives,  

but there are some examples of both in his text as well as some that are harder to define. Concern 

about far-off environmental degradation and animal welfare would seem to be altruistic motives, 

and pesticides and pollution examples of risks where the worries concerns the health of self and 

loved ones, thus representing more egoistic motives. The question of loved ones is a tricky one of 

course, it could be seen as altruistic since the focus is on the health of somebody else but the agent, 

but since it concerns loved ones and not people in general it might well be argued that there is an 
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egoistic twist to the concern, where the health of a loved one lessens the worry felt by the agent.

The way Beck thinks individualization has affected society seems relevant here. With the 

agents being more and more “in control of their own lives”, they are also forced to choose for 

themselves what kind of path they should follow, making them responsible for successes or failures. 

The health of their children may depend on them choosing to install a baby monitor in the baby's 

sleeping quarters or not, failure to do so could very well cast judgement on them in a worst case 

scenario. The same goes for whether to feed their children nutritious food that might or might not 

contain “acceptable” levels of pesticides. If we think about this last example we can see that there 

are several choices that must be made by the consumers in the study above before they buy organic 

or not. This choice is preceded by the question about who to believe; is organic food more nutritious 

than conventional food, are the levels of pesticides really so low as to present no danger to my 

health or that of my children? The respondent might ask if this question is worth investigating, or if  

one should spend ones time dealing with other choices, that may or may not be related to risks. 

Even if the agent would be in favor of organic food, there is still a question of trust. Do I trust the 

producer of this bottle of organic olive oil? With these kind of choices thrust upon the agents, it  

would seem logic to assume that egoistic motives are indeed more pressing than altruistic ones. 

5.4 Trust and competing claims

The skepticism about the benefits of organic food might be the result of the generalization of 

scientific doubt. The safety margins put up by the scientific community suggesting that certain 

levels of pesticides are within tolerable limits would be a step taken to protect the authority of  

science in Beck's view, but this claim is questioned by other agents, many of whom will also be 

entrenched in the scientist camp. For the consumer this will produce a situation where she must 

choose who to trust. This could well be one explanation for the doubts concerning the benefits of 

organic produce expressed by the OC-group in the study, making them less likely to spend the extra 

money that organic produce usually entails. The RC-group could very well represent a group of 

consumers more dedicated to a certain interpretation of the benefits with organic produce, and many 

non-consumers would probably represent another belief, thinking that there are no benefits or even 

drawbacks with organic food such as a reduced ability to store the food for long periods or concern 

about keeping up a high production rate.

Another trust issue that revealed itself was that of the higher trust in specialist organic or 

local shops over that of supermarkets. Padel & Foster think that this might indicate a wider anxiety 

about the food system (2005, 622). Beck would probably see this as skepticism about a system 

inherited from “first modernity”. As stated above, Beck thinks that modernization risks that have 
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entered the collective consciousness will result in political demands, control over company 

decisions, acknowledged claims for damages, court negotiations and loss of face. In the survey 

there is support for the first two claims. The respondents wants to be able to trust that the organic 

label actually represents organic produce, and in order to achieve this they want the to set up control 

mechanisms ensuring that the producers will not stray from the organic path. It is not quite clear 

though, who they want to set these control mechanisms up. Labeling by independent organizations 

were seen as more trustworthy than state controlled certification systems, and this would seem to be 

in accordance with Beck's expectations about more “sub-politics”. For the control mechanisms to fit  

into this picture they would also have to be handled by organizations outside state control, but since 

there are no indication to what the respondents think on this topic it is impossible to say that this is  

actually what they have in mind.

5.5 Is the UK an example of an advanced modernity?

The respondents' concern with pesticides would seem to be in accordance with the suggestions of 

Beck's risk theory. However, although a great deal of concern is expressed it still seems to rarely 

induce actual action, given the continued low level of organic produce bought. This part of the 

study would seem to echo some of the criticism raised by Wilkinson of the psychometric paradigm 

(see 3.3), with whatever suggestions it has for Beck's theory. One might think that Beck is assuming 

a general worry about pesticides, when that worry is actually mostly present under certain 

conditions such as during an interview concerning the topic of organic food and other short periods 

of time not affecting the life choices in general of the respondents. It might also suggest that certain 

groups in society are much more concerned about these risks than the general public, and that 

Beck's theory explains this group more successfully than others. Alexander & Smith for example 

proposes a late-Durkheimian theory of discourses on technology, that argues that technology is 

coded as either sacred or profane, and reading Risk Society in light of this depicts it as a “mythical 

discourse”, a radical environmentalist treatise with prophetic qualities (1996, 251, 259-261).

Beck thinks that all modern societies sooner or later will enter into a state of “second 

modernity”, so does the test case above suggest that the UK is in such a state? There is some 

support found in it as so far as it deals with the concerns of the respondents, but the risks do not 

seem to be perceived as serious enough to sway even the group of regular customers to change their 

behavior from one at least partly guided by habit and convenience. This might be a function of a 

“time lag” between awareness and action that Beck suggested (see 2.3), or of the difficulty of 

choosing between competing claims, as well as other risks being perceived as more important. 

Since this study is limited to but a small set of attitudes to certain products representing just a few 
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risks, it is impossible to see how other risks might compete and interact with those investigated by 

the study.

6. Conclusions

The most debated parts of Beck's theory seem to be the questions of objectivity, the importance of 

culture and other things influencing how risks are perceived. These of course are related to each 

other, and one easily gets the impression that this is part of a bigger discussion. Some critics say, for 

example, that Beck leaves no room for culture (Alexander & Smith, 1996; Dingwall, 1999; Elliot,  

2002), but Beck would probably argue that culture should be understood not as shaping collective 

identities, but as something created out of individual preferences. In the dialectic between 

individual and collective (Berger & Luckmann, 1966), Beck seems to suggest that the individual 

plays the dominant role in advanced modernity. Depending on which perspective one adopts when 

investigating the results, one can see different pictures. A proponent of the contrasting view would 

probably say that Beck's theory cannot account for perceived scarcity, since it overlooks the ways in 

which that cultural contexts shape how an agent's material situation is perceived. Beck might 

counter that this very culture is actually constructed by aggregated individual actions. In short, how 

one interprets this seems to depend on what kind of methodological tradition one prefer, 

individualism or collectivism, and Beck's preference seems to be with the former. Given that this is  

an unresolved philosophical problem (Gilje & Grimen, 1992, 236; Rosenberg, 2008, 3-5), it could 

well provide an insight into why this topic produces considerable debate.

With this in mind, and recalling the critique raised by Mouffe (see 3.6), a new way to 

understand the charge that Beck's understanding of risk perception is overly objectivistic, made by 

Alexander (1996) among others, is possible. Beck can be understood as not thinking that there is a 

“real” definition of risks, but that the question of how to define risks might be solved by the 

discursive qualities of society, thus providing consensus on a certain interpretation of risks through 

negotiation. However, since this is an expansive area of theory, it is not explored further by this 

paper but suggests a possible area for future research.

Another possible explanation behind this debate is that the disagreement concerns what 

element should carry most weight in the analysis of modern society, risk or culture? Elliot argues 

that putting a single sociological variable, such as risk, in the centre of the analysis of modernity is  

a mistake, and that it is implausible that risk can provide a basis for interpretation of different 

phenomena such as divorce rates and the collapse of insurance (2002, 310).

There are several things in the empirical material that can be explained by Beck's theory.  

One example is the greater importance of egoistic reasons above altruistic behind choosing to buy 
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organic food. This seems to be in line with Beck's concept of individualization – people are forced, 

or more inclined than previously, to put themselves at the centre of their plans. The visibility of the 

risks can account for the fact that fruit and vegetables are the most widely purchased organic 

products, mainly by reference to the use of pesticides. The differentiation of the methodological 

doubt of science could explain the lack of trust in the benefits of organic produce – the respondents 

are aware of there being different answers to this question and they are forced to choose which 

among competing claims to trust. However, these explanations do not completely invalidate others.

The problems illuminated by Wilkinson (2001) and Renn et al (1992) on how to record risk 

perception are not challenged by the results. Especially the potential problem of which context the 

risk judgements are made in seems relevant. Although many respondents claim that health concerns 

are a motivating factor behind buying organic produce, rather little of it seems to translate into 

action. As Wilkinson points out, identifying a risk as “serious” does not necessarily mean that the 

respondent is worried about it (2001, 9). But it might also be explained with reference to the time 

lag Beck mentions between awareness and action, it might be a question of awareness not turning 

into action yet. To investigate this, a study would probably have to be conducted at least twice with 

some time between them, hoping to get a glimpse of change over time. 

Some suggestions for collecting empirical material in order to investigate Beck's claims 

present themselves. It would probably be wise to state what kind of methodological tradition one 

has adopted and why in order to separate the critique that a more collective approach should be 

selected. Since the Risk Society thesis is quite inclusive, the empirical material would  have to  

investigate a number of variables to great detail in order to a have a hope of providing better ground 

for an analysis of the Risk Society thesis. This however might be difficult because of time limits as 

well as budget constraints. Some of the issues concerning the recording of risk perception can be 

dealt with, such as taking sociodemographic characteristics into account and letting the respondents 

themselves choose what risks to discuss. This might produce some answers to the question of 

whether structural position influences how risks are perceived. Investigating what kind of actors the 

respondents would like to see on the political arena would also be interesting, maybe offering a clue 

to how much “sub-politics” they actually want. The effects of recording risk judgement out of their 

normal day-to-day context seems more difficult to measure though.
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